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cusses the way historical photographs from the colonial past are being appropriated and 
thus contribute to the writing of history from a local point of view. In the book’s ???????? 
and ?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????







interviews with local people regarding their attitudes towards historical and contemporary pho-
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photography. Not only have Roviana people been able to understand and use the medium 
from the beginning (which means that the idea of photography was not alien to their visu-
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deprived of ideas of magic and ghosts commonly reported in narratives of non-European 
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by responding to the European obsessions about headhunting and cannibalism. Wright 
also shows how photography was used by Christians missionaries to transform savage 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
tographs reproduce this temporal shift between savage ancestors and today’s population. 
The book thus covers a whole range of issues related to the effects of photography on 
the formation of social groups. There are inspiring paragraphs on family photography 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
individualization of memory’ compared to collective modes of telling the past (chapter 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
??????????????????????????
Apart from being a detailed ethnographic account of the role of photographs in 
??????????????????????????????????????????????? is a highly valuable contribution to the 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
become so central to the history of photography. Its reading can thus be recommended 
to all those interested in the relations between photography and anthropology and in the 
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